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Abstract. Today, the great performance of Deep Neural Networks(DNN)

has been proven in various fields. One of its most attractive applications is
to produce artistic designs. A carpet that is known as a piece of art is one

of the most important items in a house, which has many enthusiasts all

over the world. The first stage of producing a carpet is to prepare its map,
which is a difficult, time-consuming, and expensive task. In this research

work, our purpose is to use DNN for generating a Modern Persian Carpet

Map. To reach this aim, three different DNN style transfer methods are
proposed and compared against each other. In the proposed methods,

the Style-Swap method is utilized to create the initial carpet map, and

in the following, to generate more diverse designs, methods Clip-Styler,
Gatys, and Style-Swap are used separately. In addition, some methods

are examined and introduced for coloring the produced carpet maps. The

designed maps are evaluated via the results of filled questionnaires where
the outcomes of user evaluations confirm the popularity of generated car-

pet maps. Eventually, for the first time, intelligent methods are used in
producing carpet maps, and it reduces human intervention. The proposed

methods can successfully produce diverse carpet designs, and at a higher

speed than traditional ways.
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1. Introduction

The strong performance of Deep Neural Networks has been demonstrated
in various fields of AI. Neural Style Transfer(NST) is a popular field and at-
tracts attention in recent years. Style transfer means transferring the style and
texture of one image(style image) to another image(content image). As the
output image is a content image that has the style of the style image. NST
employs convolutional neural networks(CNN) as a feature extractor to provide
features of style image and content image [1]. Before neural networks, texture
transfer methods were used for transferring style to the content images e.g.
they employed MRF [2] in finding appropriate pixels [3]. Carpet is one of the
important parts of house design. Iran is one of the countries that has a world
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reputation for producing carpet maps. Designing carpet maps in the tradi-
tional manner is done in three steps that are as follows: 1) Drawing the initial
plan, 2) Dotting the carpet, and 3) Colorizing the final map. The first step is
performed manually by an expert person, and the other steps are done through
photo-shop software. Producing a carpet map in this way is a time-consuming
and expensive process. Also, these designs do not have a lot of variety.

As mentioned above, designing a carpet with current methods is a difficult
task. To improve this issue, for the first time, we applied the style transfer
methods for generating a modern Persian carpet map. In this work, we have
applied some style transfer methods as tools and have introduced three algo-
rithms for producing carpet maps. Our contributions are as follows:

• For the first algorithm, two methods Style-Swap and Clip-Styler are
used. By putting them together in a special way, a novel method for
generating carpet maps is introduced.

• In the second algorithm, two methods (Style-Swap, and Gatys) are
applied for generating a new Persian carpet design.

• Finally, one method is used twice (Style-Swap, and Style-Swap) for
making a new Persian carpet design.

• One demanding step of creating the carpet map is its colorization. In
this research, fast and efficient methods are proposed for colorizing
carpet maps.

2. Related work

Texture transfer is a long-term research field that has attracted the attention
of computer and art researchers since years ago. Recently deep neural networks
have shown superior performance in various fields of artificial intelligence. The
neural style transfer technique has been introduced by Gatys et al. [1] and it
has employed deep neural networks in texture transfer tasks. They used convo-
lutional neural networks to generate stylized photos. Gatys et al. [1] discovered
that the content and style of an image can be obtained from features extracted
from convolutional neural network layers. After that many neural style trans-
fer works have been done. generally, there are two categories of neural style
transfer methods which transfer style locally [4–6] or globally [7–9]. Methods
that transfer style globally do not consider the local patterns and their loca-
tions but they transfer the general style of the style image well. In contrast,
the methods which transfer style locally consider the details of style image and
transfer them. Huang et al. [9] proposed a global style transfer method that
used domain adaptation. They realized that aligning the mean and variance
of content features with those of style features produced acceptable stylized
results. Zhang et al. [10] presented a method that, unlike some previous meth-
ods( [1]), instead of using second-order statistics(like gram matrix of features),
uses the image features for learning style representation. Style-Swap [11] is an
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example of the local style transfer method. It divides the style and content fea-
tures into equal-size patches and finds the most appropriate style patch for each
content patch using a cross-correlation measure. Recently some methods have
been proposed to take the advantage of each category and tackle their issues,
e.g. Zhang et al. [12] used the clustering method on style features and clus-
tered similar style patterns, then finds the semantic matching using graph-cut
formulation, and transfers style of each cluster to appropriate content features.
The advantage of using the clustering operation is that it groups similar style
features regardless of their spatial locations. Afifi et al. [13] have presented the
”Color-Aware Multi-Style Transfer (Cams)” method that considers the correla-
tion between styles and colors which means that in their method the texture of
color in the style image has been transferred to the nearest color of the content
image.

Kwon et al. [14] proposed a different framework that takes a text description
of style instead of an image and transfers it to the content image. Also, Liu
et al. [15] used the CLIP model [16] and introduced another text-driven image
style transfer method that could transfer the specific artistic characters to the
content image. Karras et al. [17] introduced style-gan which employs the style
transfer task in generative adversarial networks to generate face images. Zhu
et al. [18] proposed an image-to-image translation without the need for a large
paired dataset by only using a cycle consistency loss.

In this work, we choose some style transfer methods for generating novel
carpet maps and to the best of our knowledge, no similar work has been done
in this field before.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Gatys. Gatys et al. [1] introduced neural style transfer for the first time.
Due to the impressive performance(operation) of deep convolutional neural net-
works in feature extraction tasks, Gatys et al. [1] employed the VGG-16 network
to get the style and content of an image. They proposed an image-optimization-
based model which uses a pre-trained VGG-16 network to obtain the style and
content of an image using extracted features. Image-optimization-based mod-
els are a group of style transfer models that update an image that they have
received as input(Ioutput) during several epochs according to the defined loss
function using the back-propagation operation. Gatys et al. discovered that the
features of deep layers of a CNN represent the main content of the image, also
the correlation of feature channels(called Gram matrix) obtained from a CNN
indicates the style of the image. Based on the above-mentioned exploration,
the total loss consists of two style and content parts as follows:

(1) Lcontent =
1

2

∑(
F l
content − F l

output

)2
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Figure 1. Overall schematics of Gatys et al. method

(2) Lstyle =
1

4C2
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(3) Ltotal = Lcontent + λLstyle

where F l
x ∈ RCl×Hl×Wl and Gl

Fx
indicate the features and gram matrix of

features of image x obtained from layer l of the VGG encoder respectively. For
Lcontent feature extracted from layers Relu-x-1 , x ∈ [4, 5] and for Lstyle feature
extracted from layer Relu-x-1 , x ∈ [1, 5] is employed. After computing the total
loss, the stylized(Ioutput) image will be optimized using a back-propagation
algorithm and returned to the network as input(Fig. 1).

3.2. Cams. Afifi et al. [13] introduced another image-optimization-based method.
They proposed an approach that considers the correlation between styles and
colors which means that in their method the texture of one color in the style
image has been transferred to the nearest color of the content image. This
method produces more pleasant results than Gatys when the style image has
multiple style patterns. Because Gatys presents a mixture of all styles all over
the output image while the Cams method transfers a specific texture and style
to a certain color(region) in the content image. The most significant differ-
ence between Gatys and Cams methods is in their style loss since the Cams
method generates weighted gram matrices based on color similarities while the
Gatys method generates a global gram matrix. In the following, the steps of
producing a weighted Gram matrix have been explained.

The Cmas method initializes the output image(Ioutput) by content image(Icontent)
and utilizes the algorithm proposed in [19] to extract the color palette with size
x from the output image and style image(Istyle) separately and then merges
two palettes to obtain one single palette P (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Producing color palette P from Ioutput and Istyle.

Figure 3. Generating two weighting mask sets Moutput and
Mstyle for Ioutput and Istyle respectively using all color t ∈
P where MI = {masktI} t ∈ palette for image I. Then
they will be resized(Moutput−resize and Mstyle−resize) to be the
same size as extracted features of the encoder to be employed
in producing weighted feature maps.

Then two weighting mask sets(Moutput,Mstyle) are created for the output
image and style image using all colors in the palette P . The weighting masks
are used to add weights to the feature maps of output and style images. The
main step of Cams is computing a gram matrix using weighted features for
each color t ∈ P . Then the style loss is calculated using the gram matrices
obtained from each color separately according to the following equation

(4) Lstyle =
∑
l

∑
t

∥∥∥Gl
F t

style
−Gl

F t
output

∥∥∥2
2
.

where GF t
I

indicates the gram matrix computed from weighted features of
the image I using color t ∈ P . Similar to the Gatys method to compute the
total style loss features extracted from layers Relu-x-1 , x ∈ [1, 5] have been
employed.

For the content loss, they use content loss introduced in Gatys method(Eq.
1. The final total loss will be similar to Eq. 3.
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Figure 4. Overall schematics of Cams method

Figure 5. Overall schematics of Style-Swap method

3.3. Style-Swap. Chen et al. [11] proposed a feed-forward method composed
of a pre-trained auto-encoder containing a VGG-19 as an encoder and a decoder
that has the symmetric structure of the VGG encoder. After feeding a content
image and a style image to the encoder part, the features of each image are
extracted from a certain layer(conv4-1). Features of content and style images
are divided into patches of equal size. After patching features, to find the best
style patch for a content patch, the cross-correlation measure is implemented
by a convolution layer. Then each patch of the content features is replaced by
the best-matching style patch. The final result features are fed to the decoder
to create the stylized output image(Fig. 5).

3.4. Clip-Styler. The main difference between the method proposed in Kwon
et al. [14] paper and most other style transfer methods is it takes a text as the
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style instead of an image. Radford et al. [16] proposed the CLIP model that
transfers the information of the text to the visual space. Recently, Kwon et
al. [14] have employed an embedding model of the CLIP in style transfer tasks.
Also, they use a trainable lightweight CNN to generate the stylized image. The
directional loss function Eq.7 introduced by Style gan [20] is utilized to align
the direction of the output style text with the target style text and also output
content with the target content image in the CLIP latent space.

(5) ∆T = ET (Tstyle)− ET (Tcontent)

(6) ∆I = EI (Ioutput)− EI (Icontent)

(7) LCLIP = 1− ∆I ·∆T
|∆I‖∆T |

where EI and ET indicate the image and text encoders of CLIP, respectively;
and Tstyle and Tcontent show the semantic text of the style target and the
input content respectively. If the content image does not have any style text,
Tcontent will be set as ”Photo”. Icontent and Ioutput are the input content and
the stylized output images.

Also, they proposed a PatchCLIP loss to transfer the local semantic texture
of the Tstyle to the content image. To do this, the stylized image is cropped
to some equal-sized patches, and a perspective augmentation is applied on
each one, then the CLIP loss will be computed for each augmented patch. To
avoid over-stylization of some specific patches, they use a regularization term
that will neutralize the losses of those patches. To increase the importance of
content preservation, the content loss function introduced by Gatys et al. [1] is
also employed(described in Eq. 1). Finally, the total loss is computed from the
summation of the above-mentioned components and the lightweight CNN f
will be optimized by back-propagating the total loss after each iteration. After
some iteration output of the CNN model, f will be demonstrated as the final
stylized result. An overall preview of the Clip-Styler method is shown in Fig.
6.

4. Proposed method

In this paper style transfer methods are employed as tools for generating
modern carpet maps. We proposed three different algorithms based on the
style transfer methods which are mentioned in Sec. 3. In addition, some
suitable style transfer methods have been introduced for colorizing generated
carpet maps. In the following sections, the proposed algorithms are expressed
in detail.
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Figure 6. Overall schematics of Clip-Styler method

4.1. Generating Carpet Map. The main idea of this paper is to put some
style transfer methods consecutively, to generate modern carpet maps.

Preferring to generate more different carpet maps from the initial one, we
use two style transfer methods in a row. In all the proposed methods, we used
the Persian carpet map as the initial content input, then new style inputs were
employed to generate modern carpet maps.

In the first step, we obtain the new carpet map’s initial format with a specific
style by the style-Swap method. In the first stage, the Style-Swap method is
used which is a local style transfer method to preserve the general template of
the Persian carpet. The patch size and stride of this method have a fundamental
role in the generated carpet maps. The higher the patch size, the lower the
details of the initial carpet map in the resulting image, and vice versa. Then,
in the second step, to add details and make more differences in the new map,
we use another style transfer method with other style images. According to
our research, in this paper, we suggest using three methods Style-Swap, Gatys,
and Clip-Styler, in the second step because they can produce modern, various,
and new carpet designs.

4.2. Colorization. Finally, to colorize the produced grayscale carpet design,
style transfer methods are used with the colored style images as their inputs.
We found out with trial and error that Cams, Gatys, and Clip-Styler methods
are appropriate choices for colorization.
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Figure 7. Flowchart of generating a carpet map: Model1
is the Style-Swap method for all proposed algorithms while
Model2 is Clip-Styler, Style-Swap, or Gatys in each one of the
proposed algorithms.

5. Experiments and results

5.1. Experiment setup. In this work pre-trained models of four algorithms
including [1,11,13,14] are used. Chen et al. [11], Afifi et al. [13], and Gatys et
al. [1] used a pre-trained VGG-16 network in their models to extract features
of images. Chen et al. [11] also used a decoder that has the symmetric layers
of a VGG encoder and is pre-trained on the image reconstruction tasks. This
decoder is used to transform the embedded features into the visual images.
As mentioned in Sec 4.2, Clip-Styler [14] is a style transfer method that gets
a text style instead of an image style. Kwon et al. [14] have employed the
CLIP model [16] which is pre-trained on text-image datasets ( [21–23]) and
also a simple CNN which is supposed to learn during the style transferring an
image. As said before, [1, 13, 14] have iterative structures in which we set the
number of iterations to 500, 300, and 10 respectively. Most of the results in
this work have been obtained by setting patch size and stride in Style-Swap [11]
method 5 and 3 respectively and palette size in Cams [13] method 5. In the
Generating Carpet Map part of our model, the traditional Persian carpet maps
are utilized as content images and Persian Eslimi maps and fractal patterns are
used as style images. Moreover, in the Colorization part, we have employed
the obtained new carpet maps as content images and colored style images(e.g.
paintings by famous artists) as style images.

5.2. Results. As mentioned in Sec. 4.1, to produce a new carpet map, we
employed two style transfer methods consecutively. Due to the order and type
of used methods, figures 8, 9, and 10 have displayed the results. Also, the gen-
erated carpet maps, are colorized using three methods mentioned in Sec. 4.2.
to distinguish colorizing methods based on their input style type(image/text),
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm of the proposed methods

Input: Ic,Is1,Is2,Is3,SecondMethod,ColoringMethod
/* Ic=initial carpet image */

/* Is1=first style pattern */

/* Is2=second style pattern or style text */

/* Is3=input colored image */

/* SecondMethod=second style transfer model */

/* ColoringMethod=colorization style transfer model */

Output: Ifinal
1 Function Generating:
2 Io1 ← StyleSwap(Ic, Is1)

3 if SecondMethod = StyleSwap then
4 Io2 ← StyleSwap(Io1, Is2)

5 if SecondMethod = ClipStyler then
6 Io2 ← ClipStyler(Io1, Is2)

7 if SecondMethod = Gatys then
8 Io2 ← Gatys(Io1, Is2)

9 Function Colorizing:
10 if ColoringMethod = ClipStyler then
11 Ifinal ← ClipStyler(Io2, Is3)

12 if ColoringMethod = Cams then
13 Ifinal ← Cams(Io2, Is3)

14 if ColoringMethod = Gatys then
15 Ifinal ← Gatys(Io2, Is3)

16 Function main:
17 Ifinal ←

Colorizing(Generating(Ic, Is1, Is2, SecondMethod),Is3, ColoringMethod)

two boxes(green/blue) are used. Furthermore, a better presentation of the final
results(color carpet map) is illustrated in Appendix Sec.8.

To evaluate the proposed methods, user studies have been used. In this
evaluation, two groups, the general audience and carpet experts participated
in the user studies. Moreover, two evaluation forms have been conducted, one
for the new grayscale designs produced by the three proposed methods and
the other for the colored designs with the three methods mentioned in Sec.
4.2. The first user study form is about three concepts which are the level of
beauty, innovation, and acceptability. Also, This form includes 6 questions per
proposed method. In figure 11 the results obtained from this user study are
shown. As mentioned above, the second user study asks the users about the
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beauty and innovation of colorizing the new carpet maps. This form contains 11
questions about each of the three proposed methods. Fig. 12 has illustrated the
results of this form. In both user-study forms were considered four levels (Very
High, High, Medium, low ) as answers to the questions. Moreover, We briefly
name our proposed methods for better display. Swap-Gatys means that the
Style-Swap and Gatys methods are applied consecutively, Swap-Swap means
the Style-Swap method is applied twice, and Swap-Clip means the Style-Swap
and Clip-Styler methods are employed serially.

According to the results of the first user study which are related to the
step of creating new grayscale carpet maps (figure11), matching with expert’s
and general audience’s viewpoints, the carpet maps produced by the Swap-
Gates method have had more votes in the beauty concept. Also, the two
groups believed that the designs of the Swap-Clip method have been more in-
novative. Their opinion about acceptability is opposite to each other. Due
to the experts’ votes, the maps of the Swap-Swap method were more accept-
able. However, matching the opinion of the general audience, the maps of the
Swap-Gates method have been more acceptable. The results of the second user
study(figure12) which is about the colorizing stage, show two groups (experts
and general audience ) almost had the same opinion about the three coloriza-
tion methods. According to their viewpoint, Gatys, Clip-Styler, and Cams had
better performance in coloring respectively. To recap the results of the user
study, the Swap-Gatys method makes the most beautiful grayscale carpet de-
sign, the Swap-Clip generates the most innovative maps, and finally, the Gatys
method has better performance in coloring. Therefore, our proposed methods
on two-step (generating new carpet maps and colorization them) have achieved
favorable opinions from the congregation.
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Figure 8. Results of generating and coloring new carpet
maps when the first method is ”Style-Swap” and the second is
”Gatys”.
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Figure 9. Results of generating and coloring new carpet
maps when the both first and second methods are ”Style-
Swap”.
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Figure 10. Results of generating and coloring new carpet
maps when the first method is ”Style-Swap” and the second is
”Clip-Styler”.
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Figure 11. The results of the first user study which is related
to the Generating Grayscale Carpet Map stage are illustrated.
The first column shows the Experts’ votes and the other col-
umn demonstrates the General Audience’s opinion. In this
evaluation, 28 carpet experts and 138 general audiences par-
ticipated. Also, Measures point to the three concepts(beauty,
innovation, and acceptability) that user study questions were
about them.
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Figure 12. The results of the second user study which is
related to the Colorizing Carpet Map phase are given. in which
20 carpet experts and 136 general audiences participate. There
were 11 questions and four levels(Very High, High, Medium,
and low) as answers for each coloring method. The number of
votes is the total votes of each level (Very High, High, Medium,
and low) for each method.
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6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed some methods to create modern carpet maps
based on neural style transfer methods. Moreover, some style transfer methods
have been introduced for colorizing new carpet maps by trial and error. As
mentioned earlier, to create more different carpet designs two style transfer
methods were employed consecutively. In addition, to generate various maps
three different methods were used as the second method separately. To recap,
the most significant outcome of the proposed methods was generating new and
various carpet maps much faster than traditional and manual ways without
much human intervention. Furthermore, according to user study results that
have been obtained from general audiences and carpet experts, our generated
carpet maps have achieved desirable outcomes from beauty, acceptability, and
innovation aspects. In addition, in this research work specific patterns and
style transfer methods were employed while there have been various patterns
and new style transfer models that can be utilized for future works in this field.
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Figure 13. The final results of the Swap-Gatys method
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Figure 14. The final results of the Swap-Swap method
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Figure 15. The final results of the Swap-Clip method
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